2 Largest contributions to the S 0 →S n transitions
The largest contributions to the S 0 → S 1 -S 5 electronic transitions have been calculated at the TDDFT/B3LYP/def2-TZVP level. The weights are given in parenthesis. 
I compound
+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000076 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 20.38992504 | | xdiplen | 0.00000024 | | ydiplen | 0.00000077 | | zdiplen | 0.00088714 | +-----------+---------------------+oscillator+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.01210604 | | yangmom | 0.00832721 | | zangmom | 0.00000188 | | xdiplen | 7.23306237 | | ydiplen | 0.37163500 | | zdiplen | 0.00000001 | +-----------+---------------------++-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000107 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 4.85088863 | | xdiplen | 0.00000004 | | ydiplen | 0.00000008 | | zdiplen | 0.00002023 | +-----------+---------------------++-----------+--------------------+ | operator |transition strength | +-----------+--------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000003 | | yangmom | 0.00000004 | | zangmom | 0.07377303 | | xdiplen | 0.00000023 | | ydiplen | 0.00000003 | | zdiplen | 0.00543574 | +-----------+--------------------32609.0 rcm +==================================================================== +-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00025357 | | yangmom | 0.00084491 | | zangmom | 0.00000008 | | xdiplen | 1.01174037 | | ydiplen | 1.43223584 | | zdiplen | 0.00000008 | +-----------+---------------------++-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00031916 | | yangmom | 0.00607798 | | zangmom | 16.57097015 | | xdiplen | 0.86478586 | | ydiplen | 0.06006449 | | zdiplen | 0.00038919 | +-----------+---------------------+oscillator+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00684723 | | yangmom | 0.00029957 | | zangmom | 0.18096197 | | xdiplen | 0.06910316 | | ydiplen | 2.34788073 | | zdiplen | 0.00404816 | +-----------+---------------------+--------------------------------+ | operator transition strength | +--------------------------------+ | xangmom 0.00024344 | | yangmom 0.00023003 | | zangmom 0.01989246 | | xdiplen 0.59249783 | | ydiplen 10.08498341 | | zdiplen 0.00043121 | +--------------------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00151364 | | yangmom | 0.00188965 | | zangmom | 0.58134608 | | xdiplen | 0.44394769 | | ydiplen | 0.26539155 | | zdiplen | 0.00000402 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000767 | | yangmom | 0.00003573 | | zangmom | 0.13207073 | | xdiplen | 1.41984607 | | ydiplen | 0.01868064 | | zdiplen | 0.00000980 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000053 | | zangmom | 27.10475280 | | xdiplen | 0.00000000 | | ydiplen | 0.00000000 | | zdiplen | 0.00000001 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000003 | | yangmom | 0.00000232 | | zangmom | 0.00000001 | | xdiplen | 0.58425621 | | ydiplen | 0.00000019 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000042 | | yangmom | 0.00000006 | | zangmom | 0.00000001 | | xdiplen | 0.00000021 | | ydiplen | 0.42888550 | | zdiplen | 0.00000002 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000091 | | yangmom | 0.00003626 | | zangmom | 0.00000012 | | xdiplen | 12.98983710 | | ydiplen | 0.00000226 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00001387 | | yangmom | 0.00000095 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000301 | | ydiplen | 15.81047982 | | zdiplen | 0.00000037 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 26.71932112 | | yangmom | 0.00000250 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000000 | | ydiplen | 0.00000000 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+--------------------+ | operator |transition strength | +-----------+--------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000000 | | ydiplen | 0.00000000 | | zdiplen | 1.88409167 | +-----------+--------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000016 | | ydiplen | 0.88546204 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000000 | | ydiplen | 0.00000000 | | zdiplen | 10.14852356 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000160 | | ydiplen | 12.40834038 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 27.06092542 | | yangmom | 0.00000013 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000000 | | ydiplen | 0.00000000 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000000 | | ydiplen | 0.00000000 | | zdiplen | 3.27924030 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000001 | | ydiplen | 2.39116242 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000000 | | ydiplen | 0.00000000 | | zdiplen | 13.78795740 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00000000 | | zangmom | 0.00000000 | | xdiplen | 0.00000009 | | ydiplen | 12.01706876 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000001 | | yangmom | 0.00248088 | | zangmom | 25.38259640 | | xdiplen | 0.17234065 | | ydiplen | 0.00000076 | | zdiplen | 0.00000001 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00268213 | | yangmom | 0.00000001 | | zangmom | 0.00000001 | | xdiplen | 0.00000003 | | ydiplen | 0.10153098 | | zdiplen | 0.00001328 | +-----------+---------------------+-----------+---------------------+ | operator | transition strength | +-----------+---------------------+ | xangmom | 0.00000000 | | yangmom | 0.00013593 | | zangmom | 0.00047624 | | xdiplen | 0.12681448 | | ydiplen | 0.00000004 | | zdiplen | 0.00000000 | +-----------+---------------------+
